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Accelerating water dissociation in bipolar
membranes and for electrocatalysis
Sebastian Z. Oener*, Marc J. Foster, Shannon W. Boettcher*
Catalyzing water dissociation (WD) into protons and hydroxide ions is important both for
fabricating bipolar membranes (BPMs) that can couple different pH environments into a single
electrochemical device and for accelerating electrocatalytic reactions that consume protons in
neutral to alkaline media. We designed a BPM electrolyzer to quantitatively measure WD kinetics
and show that, for metal nanoparticles, WD activity correlates with alkaline hydrogen evolution
reaction activity. By combining metal-oxide WD catalysts that are efficient near the acidic
proton-exchange layer with those efficient near the alkaline hydroxide-exchange layer, we
demonstrate a BPM driving WD with overpotentials of <10 mV at 20 mA·cm−2 and pure water
BPM electrolyzers that operate with an alkaline anode and acidic cathode at 500 mA·cm−2 with
a total electrolysis voltage of ~2.2 V.
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To improve BPM performance, the WD reaction must be accelerated. The addition of
polymers such as sulfonated polyether ether
ketone (12) or metal (hydr)oxide WD catalysts
in the BPM junction, e.g., Al2O3, Fe(OH)3,
and Cr(OH)3, can reduce hwd compared with
BPMs without catalyst (13–17). WD catalysts
have also been introduced by the precipitation
of metal salts (17), by sol-gel chemistry (14), or
by the addition of nanoparticles (15). Previous
studies investigated few WD catalysts at a time
or focused on the membrane end groups at the

Fig. 1. BPM water-dissociation measurements. (A) WD is studied in an electrolyzer fed only pure water.
The applied Vtot is negative, associated with the positive DGrxn of water electrolysis. We define hwd as positive.
(B) A custom H-cell allows for the direct measurement of hwd to calibrate the electrolysis setup. (C) The
MEA is kept under constant mechanical pressure, preventing delamination. The MEA is composed of the
anode and cathode gas-diffusion layers (GDLs) with IrO2 OER catalyst and Pt HER catalyst, the AEL and CEL,
and the WD catalyst. (D) Different nanoparticle WD catalysts can be placed on both the acidic CEL and
basic AEL surfaces.
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B

ipolar membranes (BPMs) consist of
a polymeric cation-exchange layer (CEL)
with fixed anionic groups and mobile cations in contact with an anion-exchange
layer (AEL) with fixed cationic groups
and mobile anions (1). When a sufficient bias
is applied across a BPM, heterolytic water dissociation (WD), H2O → H+ + OH–, occurs at
the AEL/CEL interface, with the H+ driven
through the CEL and the OH– driven through
the AEL (Fig. 1) (2). BPMs are used in electrodialysis, desalination, acid-base synthesis, or
other electrochemical applications in which a
steady-state difference in pH across the membrane is needed (3). Emerging applications include the use of BPMs in water (photo)electrolysis
(2H2O → 2H2 + O2), in which the anode and
cathode electrocatalyst can operate at a different local pH at steady state (4); in CO2 electrolyzers, in which BPMs attenuate dissolved (bi)
carbonate crossover because of the outward
flux of H+/OH– (5–9); or in regenerative fuel
cells that provide ideal pH conditions for bidirectional electrocatalysts (10).
State-of-the-art research and commercial
BPMs typically show substantial overpotentials
driving water dissociation (hwd) of ⪆ 100 mV
even at current densities of only ~20 mA·cm−2
(table S1; see the supplementary text and figs.
S1 and S2 for a precise definition of hwd, including theory and simulation of BPMs). The
best-reported BPM uses a three-dimensional
(3D) electrospun AEL/CEL junction that passes
~0.5 A·cm−2 at hwd ~0.6 V, with Al(OH)3 nanoparticles catalyzing WD at the AEL/CEL interface and neutral salt solutions on both sides of
the membranes (11). These hwd values are too
high for energy-conversion applications that
probably require hwd <100 mV at 1 to 2 A·cm−2.

AEL/CEL interface (18–22) and usually treated
WD as occurring in a homogeneous, pHneutral layer. Other polymers are often added
in the junction to physically link the constituent layers, and a variety of ionomer membranes (with different chemical end groups
and thus different inherent WD kinetics) have
been used across different studies. Sometimes,
membranes are physically roughened before
assembly (23). So far, no systematic and comprehensive studies of WD as a function of
catalyst composition and location inside the
BPM junction have been reported, no consistent mechanistic picture has emerged, and the
resulting BPM performance is insufficient for
emerging applications (24, 25).
Beyond BPMs, WD is important for any
chemical reaction that uses water as a reactant. Understanding fundamental WD mechanisms in pure water, and the reverse H+/OH–
recombination reaction, has been a focus of
experiment and theory for decades (26–28).
The related dissociative adsorption of water,
H2O → Had + OHad, occurs on surfaces and is
important when water reacts in thermochemical processes, such as for water-gas-shift catalysis (29). The interaction of water with
surfaces has thus been of longstanding interest (30), with broad importance to corrosion,
passivation, and geological processes (31). In
biology, metalloenzymes activate water. Carbonic anhydrase, for example, binds water to
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rent density (hOER and hHER, respectively); (iii)
the thermodynamic potential needed to generate acid and base from a neutral aqueous
0
0
= DGwd
=F = –0.83 V at stansolution (Ewd
dard conditions); (iv) hwd (defined to be positive here); and (v) the voltage loss caused
by ohmic resistance, which is negligible at
20 mA·cm−2 for the MEA setup (40). We found
that Vtot depends sensitively on the WD catalyst.
To quantify hwd independently of the anode
and cathode reactions, we built an H-cell that
maintains the BPM MEA under pressure
while contacting the CEL with 1.0 M acid
and the AEL with 1.0 M base (Fig. 1B). The
electrostatic potential across the BPM was
measured using two pH-independent Ag/
AgCl reference electrodes in the basic and
acidic compartments while a constant current
was passed between the anode and cathode
(2). The hwd values are taken as the increase in
the magnitude of the electrostatic potential
over the expected equilibrium value as a function
of the current density (see the supplementary
materials). Because we used high-conductivity
electrolytes, and the anode and cathode were
in direct contact with the BPM, resistive voltage losses between the BPM and reference electrodes were negligible (fig. S3). By measuring a
BPM made with the same IrO2 WD catalyst in
both the H-cell and pure water electrolyzer, we
calculated a theoretical electrolyzer baseline
for hwd = 0 V (figs. S4 to S7). Voltages measured
for the BPM electrolyzer above this baseline
are taken as hwd.
The use of an electrolyzer to study WD kinetics inside the BPM instead of a conventional H-cell is important. We fed pure water,
thereby eliminating co-ion (e.g., K+, Cl–) crossover in the conventional H-cell measurements
that could carry current and potentially influence the WD reaction at the AEL/CEL junction through ion adsorption (36, 41, 42). In the
pure water BPM electrolyzer, current is only
carried by H+ and OH–. We used IrO2 WD

Fig. 2. WD overpotentials and PZC for oxide
nanoparticles. (A) Values for hwd measured with
catalysts placed under locally alkaline conditions
in the BPM (hAEL
wd Þusing acid-stable Sb:SnO2 to
cover the acidic CEL. (B) Values for hwd measured
with catalysts placed under locally acidic
conditions (hCEL
wd Þ using base-stable NiO to coat the
alkaline AEL. The PZCs were measured by finding
the pH where the zeta potential (at the hydrodynamic shear plane) tended to zero. The
uncertainties in the PZC data are based on
measurements made in triplicate (see the supplementary materials and fig. S16), whereas those
for hwd reflect the uncertainty of the calibration of
the MEA with the H-cell setup (see the supplementary materials and figs. S4 to S6).
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catalysts to calibrate the electrolyzer with the
H-cell measurements because IrO2 is stable
under acidic and alkaline conditions. Co-ions
in the H-cell setup are responsible for <2% of
the current at 20 mA·cm−2 (fig. S35).
The calibrated BPM electrolyzer was used to
study WD kinetics on metal-oxide nanoparticles deposited in the BPM junction (table S2).
We found that hwd is relatively insensitive to
loading once the membrane is covered with
~100 to 200 nm of WD catalyst (see figs. S8
and S9). Because metal-oxide surfaces are polyacids and/or polybases, their surface chemistry and protonation state depend on pH,
which could affect WD kinetics (43, 44). The
CEL surface is an acidic environment, whereas
the AEL surface is alkaline. To study the WD
catalysis under a defined local pH, we used a
chemically stable WD catalyst at one surface
(e.g., NiO at the AEL and Sb:SnO2 at the CEL)
while systematically varying the WD catalyst
at the other membrane surface (polarization
curves are shown in figs. S10 to S15). We separately measured each oxide’s point of zero
charge (PZC; fig. S16 and table S2) to assess
acid-base properties; WD catalyst activity
versus PZC is plotted in Fig. 2. With Sb:SnO2
on the acidic CEL, the best WD catalysts on
the basic AEL tend to be those with basic
PZCs, such as NiO. With NiO on the basic
AEL, the best WD catalysts on the acidic CEL
are those with acidic PZCs, such as IrO2 or
SnO2. At higher current densities, and thus
larger hwd, these weak correlations appear
more pronounced (fig. S17).
A proton-transfer mechanism, similar to the
one proposed for WD catalysis by ionomermembrane end groups at the AEL/CEL interface (18, 19, 22), can be used to tentatively
rationalize the data in Fig. 2. Under basic
conditions at the AEL, most oxide surfaces
are negatively charged and consist of structurally diverse –OH and –O– species. These sites
might act as proton donors or acceptors,
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Zn2+ and releases H+ to generate nucleophilic
OH– that reacts with CO2 to form HCO3– (32).
During the alkaline hydrogen-evolution reaction (HER, 2H2O + 2e– → H2 + 2OH–), important for low-cost alkaline water electrolysis
(33), the first step involves WD coupled with
the formation of a surface metal hydride (H2O +
M* + e– → M-H + OH–) and is thought to be
rate limiting. Modification of metals with
hydroxides, proposed to catalyze WD, substantially increases HER activity through a possible
bifunctional mechanism (34, 35), but alternative explanations have been proposed (36–38).
No direct measurements of the isolated WD
step, independent from the other reaction steps,
have been conducted on electrocatalysts. WD
was also hypothesized to affect the rate of
electrocatalytic CO2 reduction—a reaction that
occurs in neutral to basic pH and therefore
must use water as a proton source (39).
Here, we report the use of a BPM electrolyzer
(Fig. 1) to measure WD kinetics on ~40 metal
and metal-oxide nanoparticle assemblies composed of ~30 different materials. The electrolyzer was fed only 18.2 MW · cm water (without
supporting electrolyte that might complicate
results; Fig. 1A). The BPMs were encompassed
in a membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) held
under pressure by two rigid current collectors
(Ti/Pt-frit) to prevent delamination and to ensure constant contact between the gas-diffusion
electrodes, membranes, and WD-catalyst layers.
As different WD catalysts were studied, the
materials and preparation parameters used
for the MEA were kept constant.
The voltage needed for BPM water electrolysis (Vtot) can be conceptually decomposed into
the following: (i) the thermodynamic potential
of generating O2 in alkaline media and H2 in
0;acid
acidic media (EH
 EO0;base
 ¼ 0:40 V,
þ
=H2
2 =OH
although, rigorously, the reference half-reactions
that define the E 0 on each side of the BPM are
at different electrostatic potentials); (ii) the
OER and HER overpotentials at a given cur-
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respectively, catalyzing WD through a twostep mechanism as follows:
k1
MO þ H2 O ⇄ MOH þ OH
k1 0

ð1Þ

k2
MOH þ H2 O ⇄ MO þ H3 Oþ
k2 0

ð2Þ

In the above case, MO– would be a catalyst
active site, with MOH an intermediate. Under
acidic conditions at the CEL, most oxide surfaces will be protonated, consisting of -OH2+
and -OH species, and can similarly catalyze WD
as follows:

k4

MOH þ H2 O ⇄ MOHþ
2 þ OH ð4Þ
0
k4

these pathways are slow on typical oxides because of the strength of the M–O bonds. Such
mechanisms may be prevalent on the precious
metals discussed below. A few oxides, e.g.,
TiO2 and SiO2, catalyze WD reasonably in both
acidic and basic environments. This may be
because of the broad surface pKa range for
TiO2 and SiO2 (45, 46), which are better described as “spectra” than discrete pKa values
(44). Some oxides are also not stable in acid
or base. NiO, for example, would partially dissolve on the CEL surface generating soluble
Ni2+ that can ion exchange for H+ in the CEL.
Improved mechanistic insight will require a
better understanding of the WD-catalyst surface speciation. Raman and Stark effect spectroscopy, for example, might be suitable to
detect chemical changes on the catalyst surface during operation and help to elucidate
the role of the electric field in the junction,
respectively.
These findings suggest a new principle for
the design of WD catalysts that accounts for
the surface speciation and chemical stability

Fig. 3. Comparison between WD and electrocatalytic overpotentials measured on the same nanoparticles. (A) The overpotentials for WD in a locally
basic environment (with IrO2 used as the stable WD
catalyst on the acidic CEL surface) correlate with the
overpotentials measured for HER in 1.0 M KOH
AEL
[rðhbase
HER ; hwd Þ = –0.81], consistent with WD rate
limiting the alkaline HER. (B) No correlation is found
between hwd and the HER performance in 1.0 M H2SO4
AEL
[rðhacid
HER ; hwd Þ = –0.13], consistent with WD not being
involved in the acidic HER mechanism. Dark-red
markers in (A) and (B) show the as-received nanoparticles and light-red markers show the samples
after TiO2 decoration. (C) The hwd in a locally acidic
environment (with NiO used as the stable WD catalyst
on the basic AEL surface) do not strongly correlate
with the overpotentials measured for OER in 1.0 M
CEL
H2SO4 [rðhacid
OER ; hwd Þ = 0.49], consistent with WD not
being rate limiting. (D) No strong correlation is present
between hwd and the OER overpotentials in 1.0 M KOH
–
CEL
[rðhbase
OER ; hwd Þ = –0.45], consistent with the large OH
concentration obviating the need for WD. The loadings
for the electrocatalysis studies were 0.1 to 1 mg · cm−2
and the current densities were 1 to 10 mA·cm−2, similar
to the WD current densities studied in the BPM. The
currents for the electrocatalysts are normalized to mass
because higher loadings lead to larger current. The
WD current was not normalized to mass because a
simple correlation between activity and loading
does not exist (see fig. S8). The uncertainties for the
OER and HER overpotentials are based on the average
standard deviation obtained for each electrolyte
condition, whereas those for hwd reflect the uncertainty of the MEA calibration with the H-cell setup
(see the supplementary materials and figs. S4 to S6).
The Pt OER activity degraded with subsequent cycles
because of oxidation (see the supplementary materials).
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k3
þ
MOHþ
2 þ H2 O ⇄ MOH þ H3 O ð3Þ
0
k3

A large net rate for either of the above two-step
mechanisms requires sufficient concentrations
of both the protonated and unprotonated
surface species (assuming similarity of the
forward rate constants k1 and k2 or k3 and k4),
so that both steps are simultaneously fast. At
local pH values near the PZC, a diversity of
surface protonation states capable of driving
both steps is needed for fast WD. Although
this is consistent with the observation that
oxide WD catalysts tend to work best when
the local pH is near the PZC, the weak trends
shown in Fig. 2 illustrate that other factors,
such as accessible surface area, the diversity
and range of surface pKa, and the density of
surface hydroxyl groups, are also likely to affect WD activity. For materials without a substantial density of ionizable surface groups
(e.g., noble metals) PZC data are unlikely to
be useful.
Although alternative mechanisms involving
the dissociative adsorption of water to form
M–OH intermediates are also possible (see the
supplementary materials), we hypothesize that
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2e– → H2 + 2OH–), the first step (H2O + e– →
Had + OH–) involves WD and metal hydride
formation and is thought to be the reason
HER is slower in base than in acid (34, 35).
The OER under acidic or neutral conditions,
2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e–, likewise requires WD
to generate -OHad species that can be further
oxidized. WD, however, is not thought to be
rate limiting for the OER (50). A fundamental
challenge is the inability to isolate and measure WD kinetics for a particular electrocatalyst independent of other electrochemical
processes. Traditionally, the driving force for
both WD and electron transfer is simultaneously provided as an applied electrode potential. Here, we isolate WD kinetics by locally
generating a gradient in the electrochemical
OH inside the electrically
Hþ and m
potentials m
disconnected BPM junction (see the supplementary materials for simulations).
We used the BPM electrolyzer to measure
hwd of common HER and OER electrocatalysts
(Fig. 3) and analyzed them to ascertain whether hwd correlates with electrocatalytic overpotentials (at similar current density) measured
for the same particles in a three-electrode cell
(figs. S19 to S23). We found that hHER of precious metal nanoparticles in 1.0 M KOH linearly correlates with hwd measured at the basic
AEL surface (Pearson correlation coefficient
AEL
rðhbase
HER ; hwd Þ = –0.81). As hwd tends to zero, so
does hHER at a similar current density. When
hHER for those metal nanoparticles is measured in 1.0 M H2SO4, where WD is not needed
for the HER, there is no significant correlation
AEL
and rðhacid
HER ; hwd Þ= –0.13.
The above correlation is consistent with the
hypothesis that modifying metals such as Pt
with metal hydroxides such as Ni(OH)2 improves alkaline HER activity because of increased WD kinetics (34, 35). Our results show
that NiO (which is hydroxylated in water) is an
excellent alkaline WD catalyst and will further

Fig. 4. Alkaline, acidic, and BPM electrolyzers. BPM electrolyzers require >6 V
to drive electrolysis at 50 mA·cm−2 without
additional WD catalysts (yellow). When
the new bilayer WD catalysts are added,
the performance substantially improves
and is similar to a reference AEM electrolyzer. The PEM electrolyzer performs
better, which is likely because of the
superior properties of Nafion compared
with Sustainion. For all electrolyzers, the
cathode and anode catalyst composition
and loading were identical. The AEM
and bilayer BPM electrolyzer polarization
curves are averages over three devices
and/or datasets, with the error indicated
by the thickness of the line (fig. S32). The
inset shows that the BPM electrolyzer performance is relatively stable over 4 hours of operation at
500 mA·cm−2 (see the supplementary materials for discussion of degradation modes and mitigation strategies).
Oener et al., Science 369, 1099–1103 (2020)
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enable the design of new electrocatalysts. TiO2
is an active WD catalyst in both acid and base
and is chemically stable. We deposited TiO2 by
atomic-layer deposition (ALD) onto Pt, Ir, Ru,
Rh, PtRu, and PtIr nanoparticles at 250°C. The
addition of TiO2 simultaneously decreased both
hwd and hbase
HER , providing direct support to a
bifunctional alkaline HER mechanism in which
the oxide facilitates WD and the metal stabilizes M–H intermediates.
A water-ordering model has been alternatively proposed to explain the increased alkaline
HER kinetics of metal-hydroxide-functionalized
Pt (37). When water is dissociated during HER
in base, OH– is produced and stabilized (i.e.
solvated) by orienting nearby water dipoles.
Pt, under alkaline HER conditions, carries a
substantial surface charge, which also orients
nearby water molecules and generates an energy barrier to water reorganization. Ni(OH)2
lowers the surface charge of Pt under alkaline
HER conditions, which could reduce the water
reorganization energy and thus hbase
HER (37). Although the general trends of PZC with WD rate
(Fig. 2) are consistent with this hypothesis,
some of our data are not. SiO2 has an acidic
PZC yet works well for WD in base, where it
presents charged surfaces that would, in the
above model, be expected to retard WD. TiO2
and Ni(OH)2 have very different PZCs, and thus
are expected to have very different net surface
charge densities in base. However, both enhance
alkaline HER kinetics on Pt and other metal
surfaces. This evidence, along with the proposed
proton-transfer WD mechanism (Eqs. 1 to 4),
favors a bifunctional route for alkaline HER
on (hydr)oxide-functionalized metal surfaces.
Further work is needed, however, to understand
the effects of water ordering on WD activity for
the oxides studied here, which are likely to have
a diversity of hydroxylated surface sites with a
range of pKa values.
In contrast to alkaline HER, we did not find
a strong correlation between hwd and the OER
CEL
activity in acid [rðhacid
OER ; hwd Þ = 0.49], where
H2O is also a reagent (Fig. 3C), nor between hwd
CEL
and the OER activity in base [rðhbase
OER ; hwd Þ =
–0.45]. This is consistent with computational
models of OER indicating that nonoptimal
M–O binding strengths provide rate-limiting
barriers (50). It is, however, interesting that
fast acid-OER catalysts, such as RuO2 and IrO2,
are also fast WD catalysts.
Although the durability of the WD catalysts in the BPM have not been studied extensively, the observed trends (Figs. 2 and 3)
cannot be explained by differences in WD
catalyst stability or dissolution (which might
provide current-carrying ions or be coupled to
WD). The electrolyzer measurements used pure
water without soluble electrolyte, and therefore
crossover of acid or base into the BPM junction
is avoided. The best WD catalysts (IrO2 in acid
and NiO in base) should not substantially
4 of 5
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of the catalyst at the relevant local pH. In the
context of BPMs, the data show the superiority of using two WD catalyst layers selected
for the appropriate local pH over a single
material as in prior work. We envision designing multilayered WD catalysts that provide a
gradient in surface acid-base behavior matched
to the pH gradient present at the AEL/CEL
interface at the operational current density.
The new data also suggest that catalysis of
WD is more important than electric-field enhancement (Onsager’s theory of the second
Wien effect) in the BPM junction, a topic of a
long-standing debate (18, 24, 47, 48). The
electric field across the AEL/CEL junction is
~ 3 · 104 V · cm−1, assuming the electrostatic
potential drops linearly across an ~300-nmthick WD-catalyst layer. This field is not sufficient to substantially increase the rate of
WD based on Onsager’s theory (see the supplementary materials) (47), consistent with
previous calculations (49). We observed no
apparent correlation between hwd and the
electronic properties of the oxide. Electrical
conductors (IrO2, RuO2), n- and p-type semiconductors (SnO2, NiO), and insulators (SiO2)
all modify and/or screen the electric field distribution inside the WD-catalyst layer differently yet are all efficient WD catalysts. The hwd
values are also temperature dependent (fig.
S18). The BPM made without added WD catalyst has the narrowest junction, sharpest
electrochemical potential gradient, and thus
the largest electric field, but the performance
is the worst (see below). These findings suggest the rates of WD are influenced primarily
by surface catalysis in the presence of gradients in mHþ and mOH that separate H+ from
OH–, with electric field enhancement playing
a secondary role.
WD has further been proposed to be rate
determining in some electrocatalytic reactions.
During the HER in alkaline media (2H2O +
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Further innovations are possible to improve
performance and achieve small hwd at the
~2 A cm−2 relevant to many technologies. Examples include engineering the surface area
and surface chemistry of the WD catalyst, the
number of different WD-catalyst layers, the interfacial area with a 3D junction (11, 24), the
ionomer thickness and chemistry to improve
water transport to the AEL/CEL junction, and
the ionic conductivity in the WD catalyst layer.
The performance decay (Fig. 4, inset), which
may be related to junction dehydration at high
currents, must also be mitigated before commercial application (see the supplementary
materials).
The BPM enables electrochemical devices in
which ideal pH conditions can be selected independently for each half-reaction, in contrast
to traditional architectures, in which electrode
stability, catalyst activity, and cost must be
simultaneously optimized at both cathode and
anode for a single pH. This system design flexibility could enable high-performance, nonprecious metal BPM electrolyzers. Earth-abundant
metal oxides can be used to catalyze the WD
reaction inside the BPM junction, with optimal
earth-abundant OER catalysts (e.g., NixFeyO)
at the basic anode and HER catalysts at the
acidic cathode. Flow batteries that use anolyte
and catholyte at different pH values (53, 54),
(regenerative) fuel cells (10), and direct CO2
electrolyzers that prevent soluble co-ion crossover (7) are other emerging applications facilitated by high-performance BPMs.
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dissolve based on thermodynamic data (51).
The rate of voltage increase for the BPM electrolyzer is also not correlated with hwd (figs. S24
to S30), and continuous operation for >4 hours
at 500 mA·cm−2 leads to an increase of only
40 mV in the BPM electrolysis voltage (Fig. 4).
Taken together, these results help to unify
concepts of WD catalysis across the membrane
and electrocatalysis sciences. The BPM electrolyzer architecture allows WD reaction rates to
be directly probed in relevant acidic or basic
local-pH environments and independently of
electron-transfer processes. Bifunctional HER
catalysts, as demonstrated by others (34, 35)
and shown here for Pt/TiO2, can now be assembled based on independently measured WD
activity. This approach should facilitate the design of electrocatalysts for any electrochemical
process that uses water as a reactant (including
the electrochemical reduction of CO2 and N2).
The BPMs fabricated here also have faster
WD kinetics than those previously reported
(see table S1 for hwd values). The best BPMs,
e.g., those with NiO or IrO2 coated with 10 layers
of TiO2 by ALD (Ir/TiO2-10c) at the AEL surface and RuO2 or IrO2 at the CEL surface, show
hwd that is within measurement error (±9 mV)
of 0 mV at 20 mA·cm−2 in pure water at 50°C.
Fig. S31 shows a comparison of a NiO|IrO2 bilayer BPM with other BPMs measured under
comparable H-cell conditions at 25°C. Commercial membranes, e.g., those from Fumatech, show hwd ranging from 100 to 200 mV
at 20 mA·cm−2 (depending on pretreatment).
Research BPMs generally show similar or substantially higher hwd [see fig. S31, table S1, and
(52)]. Figure 4 compares the polarization curves
of our best BPM pure water electrolyzers to
reference alkaline-exchange membrane (AEM)
and proton-exchange membrane (PEM) electrolyzers, which are made from the same membranes and OER/HER electrocatalysts. The BPM
electrolyzers meet or exceed the performance of
the AEM electrolyzers up to 400 mA·cm−2.
This is possible because, in the AEM electrolyzer, Pt must drive HER in alkaline media
with relatively slow kinetics. In the BPM electrolyzer, Pt drives HER with fast kinetics in a
locally acidic environment, whereas protons
are provided through catalyzed WD in the
AEL/CEL junction. This result proves that hwd
is relatively small, even at high current densities, for the new BPMs reported here. Stateof-the-art 3D junction BPMs, similarly measured
with acid and base on each side of the BPM,
show hwd of ~1 V at 0.2 A cm−2 (24). Here, we
drove water electrolysis at 0.2 A cm−2 with
a total voltage of ~1.9 V and an estimated
hwd of <0.25 V. For current densities beyond
400 mA·cm−2, the BPM electrolyzer voltage
is higher than that of the AEM electrolyzer. We
ascribe this difference to water-transport limitations and ionic series resistance inside the
BPM junction (see the supplementary materials).
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Easing water apart
Traditional setups for splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen operate either in acid or in base. A bipolar
membrane can potentially enhance efficiency by bridging acidic hydrogen evolution to basic oxygen evolution. Oener et
al. undertook a systematic study of how catalysts paired with such a membrane might accelerate the preliminary step of
water dissociation into protons and hydroxide ions. Using insights from this study for optimal catalyst integration, they
were able to substantially lower the overpotential of a bipolar membrane electrolyzer.
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